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The "Academic Spring"
Open access: more than just journals!
Hwæt ic swefna cyst seggan wylle hæt me gemætte
to midre nihtæ syðpan reordberend reste wunedon.
þuhte me þæt ic gesawe sylícre treow on lyft
lædan leohde bewunden beama beorhtost eall þæt
beacen wæs begoten mid golde gimmas stodon fægere
æt Foldan sceatum . swylce þær fife waron uppe
on þam eaxlegespanne beheoldon þær engel dryht
nes ealle fægere þurh forôgescaef æte wæs ðær huru
fracodes gcæla . ac hine þær beheoldon halige gasast
men ofer moldan and eall þeos mære gesceafe .

Syllic wæs se sigebeam and ic synnum fah forwarded
mid womnum geseah ic wuldres treow. wædum geweor
ðode wynnum seinan gegeyred mid golde gimmas hæfdon
bewrigne weorðlice wealdes treow . hwæore ic
þurh þæt gold ongytan mealhe earmra ærgewin
þæt hit ærest ongan swætan on þa swiðran healfe
eall ic wæs mid þurgum gedrefed . Forht ic wæs for
þære fægran gesyðhæse geseah ic þæt fuse beacen.
Academia, fame, and fortune?
Academia, fame, and reputation
Open access and libraries
Digital Cameras and Personal Scanners

Library visitors may use personal scanners and digital cameras to make copies from library material, with some exceptions.

What equipment can be used?

All equipment with the **exception of flat bed scanners** may be used.

The use of **flash photography is forbidden** at all times.

Where can I use my digital camera or personal scanner?

Some libraries and reading rooms have created specific areas where digital photography and scanning can take place. Please look for signs indicating that you are in the designated area or ask staff.

Other libraries have not set up dedicated areas and will allow these processes anywhere in the library.

Please consult library staff before using your digital camera or personal scanner.
Copyright and the making of digital copies

You may make digital copies for the purposes of private study or research for a non-commercial purpose.

Limits

There are limits on the amount of in-copyright work you may copy. Guidelines are:

- One article from a journal issue
- One chapter from a book
- One short story or poem from an anthology

OR

- Up to 5% of extracts from a work

Non-textual copying:

- Music/maps: please consult library staff – there are special issues to consider
- Pictures/photographs: it is difficult to restrict yourself to copying only an 'extract' so you should take particular care to ensure the use you make is wholly legitimate (see below)

Use

- You may only store one copy.
- You should not make, distribute or use further copies.
- You should keep the copy on a non-networked (or otherwise private) computer drive to which only you have access.
- You should retain details of the source so as to acknowledge it in any use you make of it
- You do not have the right to use it in your publications; but
- You may use it in answering examination questions, assessed coursework or in a dissertation.
SO YOU'RE TELLING ME
I'M NOT GETTING ANYTHING FOR THIS BUT THE EXPOSURE?
Post-colonial open access
Thank you!
Vielen Dank!